Lance Walker @mjplwalker

Executive Vice President and Global Performance
Director of Michael Johnson Performance. Former
NFL, NCAA, and High School S&C coach, as well as
published author, former human performance lab
coordinator, NIKE Performance Council Member,
and exercise science researcher. Performance
coach, registered physical therapist, adjunct
professor and clinical instructor with over 25 years
of sports performance training and sports medicine
experience spanning over 50 professional, elite,
collegiate, high school, and youth sports. Current
and past athletes include First Round
NFL/NBA/CHL/MLB draft choices, Olympic Gold
medalists, World Champions, World Record Holders,
Champions League Stars, and Hall of Famers. Lance
delivers a thought-provoking presentation about
“Max Velocity Sprint Training for Physios”.

Rett Larson @rettasaurus
Coach Rett Larson is Team Netherlands Womens
Volleyball Head of Strength and Conditioning since
2018. Before that he confesses as being known as
"the China guy", being there for 7.5 years, training a
bunch of Olympic and World Championship Gold
medallists. Apart from that, he confesses that
"possibly what makes him different from other
coaches is that he's kind of got married to the idea
of working abroad, recognising that there are so
many wonderful advantages to living and working in
another country."
For a guy that doesn’t take himself so seriously, or
S&C so seriously, he has an envious, world-class
capability to connect and effect change with
individuals and organisations. His presentations
have always provoked thought away from the
dogma of what physical preparation usually looks
like.
Rett co-presents with Greg Dea on the topic:
“Re-designing your warm-up to increase
effectiveness through cooperative strength &
physical therapy.”

Greg Dea @prepare_to_perform
Greg is an Australian Sports Physiotherapist with
over 20 years experience in tactical (military) and
sporting athletic populations in Australia, England,
Germany and China. He remains a servant to
weekend warriors, state and national champions
through to world champions in multiple sports.
Like many of the Masterclass presenters, he has an
unyielding drive to study and apply success systems,
particularly in the toughest athletic environments this is a much sought-after topic in global clinical
education and keynote speeches, taking him abroad
several times each year. He is a published author on
Returning to Field-Sports Running.
Greg co-presents with Rett Larson on the topic, “Redesigning your warm-up to increase effectiveness
through cooperative strength & physical therapy.”
Greg also presents on "Supersets for Smarter High
Volume Training."

Scott Hopson @pivotal_coaching
Scott is an internationally recognized leader in human
performance, coaching and education. He is co-founder of
Pivotal - a global development company empowering
people to fulfill their greatest potential, and PTA Global the leader in professional fitness development.
In a career spanning 20+ years he has delivered 5000+ live
events, impacting over 100,000 coaches, clients and
athletes, in more than a 100-countries world-wide. He is an
Education Director for the Gray Institute, a global educator
for EXOS, and Advisory Board Member for Power Plate.
Former leadership roles include International Fitness
Director of Midtown Athletic Clubs, International Research,
Education and Training Director of Power Plate, and
National Fitness Director of Holmes Place Health Clubs.

Scott Hopson @pivotal_coaching
At the heart of his extensive leadership work is the ability
to inspire and develop people and teams by making the
complex simple to create breakthrough
performances. Scott is renowned for his great passion and
work in professional coach development and youth
coaching. His work has been integrated into Olympic
Associations, NFL, MLB, NBA, NCAA, Tennis Corporation of
America, senior club rugby, youth soccer, as well as the
many of the best health and athletic clubs around the
world.
He is a respected industry consultant, presenter and
published author whose educational and professional
qualifications include: BS Sports Science and Education,
PTA Global, Gray Institute, EXOS, NSCA, NASM, ACSM, US
Soccer, USA Rugby, IYCA, CHEK.
Co-Founder I Pivotal
Co-Founder I PTA Global
Education Director I Gray Institute
Education Team I EXOS
Chairman Advisory Board I Power Plate
Industry Coach, Consultant & Educator

Luís Mesquita @luísmmesquita
Luís Mequita is well-travelled Portuguese athletic
performance enthusiast who uses his Physiotherapy
and Strength and Conditioning qualifications to
enhance physical qualities and reduction of injury
risk within professional sports teams and athletes
in multiple countries.
Luís’s “learn-practice-teach” model is a key aspect of
his industry and career development. He is
frequently invited as a speaker for national and
international conferences, as well as lecturer for
university, courses and workshops, where he shares
his personal and professional experience with peers.
Luís's presentation is titled, “How Strong is Strong
Enough?” It is a thought-provoking look at balancing
the strength training in athletic development. He
defines time- and context-dependence concepts
around strength, relating this to individual needs
with a focussed message on what are the
limitations of strength-training and of course, how it
transfers to performance.

Vanessa Gurie
Vanessa Gurie spent 10 years leading Performance
Medicine teams and the Global Performance
Medicine Touring division at Cirque du Soleil
across 48 countries. She also managed continuous
operations on 5 continents with 21+ full time staff
and provided medical services to 1200+ athletes
from over 40 countries. She was instrumental in
the implementation of the injury prevention
ecosystem which demonstrated a 34% reduction in
injury recovery timelines.
Vanessa then successfully leveraged her
transferable skills from Sports Performance
Medicine and co-founded I-Ophthalmology which
leverages AI to access remote patients with acute
eye conditions. I-Ophthalmology won the Johns
Hopkins Design Health Award, the European
Institute in Technology Healthcare Innovation
Showcase and were 2nd finalists in the EIT Wild
Card in Smart Health.

Vanessa Gurie (continued)

Vanessa currently represents APAC Boston
Scientific in Global Leadership Management and
coaches for the MIT/Harvard Healthcare
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Bootcamps,
Sports Entrepreneurship Bootcamp and
Technology Bootcamps.
Vanessa has lived on 4 continents and studied in 4
different countries. She is a Bio-Design D-Health
Fellow, has an MBA in Finance, a Masters in
Musculoskeletal and Sports Physiotherapy and
was the Henry Mitchell scholarship recipient from
the University of Missouri/University of Western
Cape for her undergraduate degree in
Physiotherapy. Vanessa has also pioneered the
establishment of Performance Medicine Services
and emergency response for Cambodian Circus
Schools and has been the clinical lead for other
sports, hospital and private practice medical
teams.
Her presentation is "Clinical Reasoning Stems
Disruptive Innovation - Change or Be changed”

Tina Maio @coburgosteo
DR TINA MAIO
B.App.Sc(P.E) B.H.Sc(Clin.Sc)M.H.Sc. (Osteo)
Tina is an Australian qualified Osteopath with a
background in Physical Education, who graduated
from Victoria University in 1999. She works closely
with elite and professional athletes at
an international level with specialised management
of golfers, with her current stable of players on the
US PGA Tour, Nationwide Tour, European Tour, One
Asia Tour, Japanese Tour and PGA and LPGA.
Tina’s experience includes working with triathlon,
AFL, soccer and tennis, where she can help athletes
and people from all walks of life achieve their
personal best.
From assessment, treatment, restoring function and
improving efficiency of movement, Tina works
closely with coaches and trainers to achieve the
best outcome for her patients.

In her presentation, Tina dives deep into “The
importance of neuromobilisation in recovery.”

Tina Maio @coburgosteo
Tina is thorough in her examination and diagnosis
of musculoskeletal conditions. She has a particular
interest in prescribing exercises to overcome
injuries and to rectify imbalances caused by poor
posture and bad habits. Tina is also certified to
conduct SFMA, FMS, YBT and FCS as recognised by
Functional Movement Systems and completed
the NIKE 360 training under the Gray Institute,
which encourages a holistic and
systematic approach to treatment.
Tina is an international presenter and trainer for
Electro Medical Systems on Radial Shockwave
Therapy. She enjoys pushing the boundaries when it
comes to learning about advances in treatment that
can aid her patients as well as inspiring other
practitioners to aspire to be the best version of
themselves.
Tina is a Sports Osteopathy Leadership committee
member for Osteopathy Australia and is also a
mentor for the Osteo Sports Network. Tina has
always had an interest in the development of junior
athletes and has assisted in the implementation of
junior golf programs in Australia.

Tina Maio @coburgosteo
Tina established her multi disciplinary practice in
Melbourne in 2000 and enjoys working alongside 12
Osteopaths, as well as other allied health
professionals. She prides herself on continuing to
develop her team as well as student Osteopaths
through her alliance to the universities.
Tina has joined sporting organisations with the
universities to allow the students to develop
practical clinical skills during sporting events. This
has been a great success, benefitting both
parties. Most of all Tina enjoys working with a cross
section of people from all walks of life and the
challenge that each of them bring. She is passionate
about getting people back to doing what they enjoy
and regaining confidence in their movements.

Rodrigo Araya @roy.araya
Rodrigo (Roy) Araya is an Argentinian Sports
Physiotherapist, Rehabilitation Performance
Specialist, Performance Coach. He rates among the
nicest and accomplished people you will come
across in the world of performance physical
therapies.
With a degree in kinesiology and physiatry, he is a
specialist in kinesiology and sports physical therapy.
He is a member of the EXOS education team for the
performance therapy program, an FMS (Functional
Movement Systems) Instructor, and the founding
director of CREEP Rehabilitation and Performance.
Rodrigo has plied his services in professional
football in China and Brazil, and taught
performance rehabilitation mentorships in multiple
continents.
His presentation is about “How to implement a
movement philosophy approach in a first division
professional soccer team. A real case scenario with 3
years follow up.”

Phil Plisky
Phil Plisky, PT, DSc, OCS, ATC, CSCS, is the co-founder
of the Professional Rebellion, a community
dedicated to helping physical therapists create the
career of their dreams. His mission is to advance
the profession by inspiring those with the power to
change it. He does this as an Associate Professor at
the University of Evansville, Director of Residency
Programs, co-developer in Functional Movement
Systems, entrepreneur, and consultant in
professional sports. He believes that everyone can
design their ideal career and part of his is helping
others create theirs.
He co-presents with Jenna Gourlay on:
"The three unstoppable ways to get your ideal
career in sports"

Jenna Gourlay @jenna.gourlay
Jenna Gourlay, PT, DPT, SCS, is the co-founder of the
Professional Rebellion, a platform where people
believe their ideal career is possible come together.
She is currently working toward her ideal career and
wants as many people as possible to join her on the
journey. She is a board certified sports specialist
and serves as the physical therapist for the women's
volleyball and basketball teams at the University of
Evansville. She is an adjunct professor and mentors
within the sports residency program of ProRehab
and University of Evansville. She believes that the
top is not the loneliest and that we climb best
together.
Jenna co-presents with Phil Plisky on:
"The three unstoppable ways to get your ideal
career in sports"

Rod Harris
Bored with being a Chartered Accountant, it was
Rod’s keen interest in Martial Arts that lead to his
study and career change to Osteopathy. After
beginning his training with the masters in China,
Hong Kong and Japan, Rod became a Melbournetrained Osteopath, graduating in 2001. Rod is a local
Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) coach and former
competitor, training MMA fighters at both pro and
amateur levels, with a focus on quality movement
and injury prevention. He is an instructor for
Functional Movement Systems, teaching the clinical
assessment, clinical exercise and movement
screening and exercise prescription streams, the
SFMA and FMS. Rod now teaches seminars to a wide
variety of other practitioners including Osteopaths,
Physiotherapists, Chiropractors and Exercise
Physiologists throughout Australia and also in New
Zealand, Japan and China. In his spare time, Rod lifts
heavy and moves fast, teaches both pro and
amateur MMA fighters, takes fitness and mobility
classes for regular folk and rides motorbikes
whenever he can. Rod’s presentation is titled,
“Here’s my athlete, where do I start?”, taking the
complex of human clinical care and training
principles and simplifying it into a systematic
approach to not only minimise failure, but maximise
success.

